Abstract-The morphology of action potential (AP) is a key element in the determination of normal or pathological processes in the cardiac cells and the diagnosis of heart diseases. Therefore obtaining useful information about the shape of AP pulses minimizing the noise contribution is an important task of signal processing to improve the diagnosis process. In this paper a method to detect the APs of cardiomyocytes is proposed, based on wavelet transform, decomposition and reconstruction in eigenvectors basis of cardiac cycles. The parallel conductance model is used to simulate the cardiac AP and ion currents taking into account white or pink noise. Numerical experiments demonstrate the performance of the AP detection for various signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The proposed method can be used to obtain undistorted AP morphologies in order to interpret experimental studying of APs functional properties in cardiomyocytes by means of lab-on-chip technologies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heart diseases continue to remain the most widespread human diseases. Many scientists focus their efforts to study the heart activity by using experimental and mathematical models [1, 2] . One of the directions in cardiac cellular-level experimental studies is the use of lab-on-chip platforms, which is rapidly growing [3, 4] . Heart-on-chip technology is advanced in vitro tool to study the human-induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) differentiated into cardiomyocytes (hiPSC-CMs). Through heart-on-chip technology researchers successfully modeled a human heart tissue on an engineered chip for study of heart diseases, drug screening and cell-replacement therapies, contemporarily reducing the need for human and animal testing.
Different electrophysiological technologies are used to investigate the functional properties of hiPSC-CMs. Works [5, 6] are devoted to a classical approach to record intracellular electrical activity, based on patch-clamp technique, and to multielectrode potential recordings for the study of ion channels functions. Contactless imaging methods are performed by using voltage-and calciumsensitive fluorescent dyes [7] . Multicellular recordings, obtained by these techniques, have high spatial resolution of transmembrane potential and intracellular calcium transients for studying cardiomyocytes differentiation and drug discovery.
Numerous investigators have analyzed the shape of APs to estimate the state and functionality of the cardiac cells. Different morphologies of cardiac AP allow for evaluating the degree of maturation of hiPSC-CMs and their transformation to the main types: nodal-like, atrial-like, and ventricular-like cells. It is shown in [5] , that cardiomyocyte development and functional maturity are characterized by the change of AP properties. In agreement with [8] studies on cardiac beating rhythm are typically based on the detection and assessment of AP maximal rate of depolarization and repolarization. In [9] authors have demonstrated the influence of different factors on hiPSC-CMs and their effectiveness on the evaluation of cardiac cells functionality based on the change of AP morphologies. In addition, methods of drug screening are performed using AP changes in cardiac cells in the study [3] .
To create a native myocardial tissue, a technology based on heart-on-chip platform has been recently developed, which recapitulate the 3D architecture of complex cell-cell interactions [10] . The proposed device ( Fig.1 ) allows for performing electrical and mechanical stimulation to study the cardiac excitation-contraction coupling by evaluating the excitation threshold, maximum capture rate and amplitude of contractions in cardiomyocytes.
However, experimental studies of hiPSC-CMs are complex and along with advantages have limitations, related to the maintenance of the environmental conditions. In addition, signals of functional activity, recorded from cardiac cells, are characterized by varying degrees of noise.
Thus, for the investigation of cardiac electrical activity, as well as the assessment of normal or pathological processes in cardiac cells aimed at revealing of heart diseases, it is necessary to obtain diagnostically important information about AP morphology minimizing the noise contribution. Despite the theoretical importance of this process, not many works are devoted to AP detection from noised recordings with low SNR.
The present study is devoted to improvement of methods for research of hiPSC-CMs' electrical activity by computational modeling and signal processing for noise elimination and detection of AP patterns.
II. ACTION POTENTIALS AND NOISE SIMULATION
It is known, that generation and propagation of AP reflect bioelectric processes occurring in the heart cells. The genesis and formation of AP are determined by main ionic currents of cardiomyocytes for sodium, potassium and calcium ions, which are characterized by passing through channels with noise.
In this study, the model of electrical activity in cardiomyocytes [11] is used to simulate the dynamics of transmembrane potential and currents taking into account the noise. Due to the fact that independent conductance channels are considered for K
, as well as leakage using the Hodgkin-Huxley approach [1] , this model allows for describing various noise types by including additional current source in the parallel branches. There are three main types of noise in excitable membranes: thermal noise, shot noise and flicker noise.
In accordance with the parallel conductance model, the alternative component of the membrane potential vm(t) under the influence of the depolarizing current Id can be determined from the differential equation
ions, Il is current of the leakage through the membrane, Id is the depolarization current, and IN is noise component of the current.
To simulate noise appearance, the additional noise component of current is added into the equation. Noise component reflects sources of noised ion currents in the cell membrane. Most often [12, 13] this component is described using by white noise, which is produced by Gaussian random numbers with given variance (Fig. 2a) .
According to the theory [1] , cardiac AP is formed by currents for K spectral density for current pink noise (Fig. 2b) , measured under voltage clamp conditions, is proportional to the square of the mean current, and inversely proportional to the frequency [13] :
W f is the spectral density for current noise, Nt is the total number of charge carriers within the membrane, I is the mean current, f is the frequency, and A is a constant equal about 1 for ions in salt solutions.
III. METHOD FOR APS EXTRACTION IN NOISY RECORDINGS
Many researchers have collected data set on the processing of weak biosignals for identifying, analyzing and displaying of low-amplitude components [14] . The importance of AP detection and pattern recognition in nerve tissues is reflected in [15] [16] [17] .
In this paper, a method is proposed to detect APs in noisy recordings in cardiac cells. A similar approach to signal processing of low-amplitude potentials was used by us in high-resolution ECG systems [14] . The complex method combines wavelet transform and procedures of decomposition and reconstruction in eigenvectors basis.
The suggested method includes the following steps: -accumulation of the AP signals synchronized by the excitation pulses (Fig. 3) ; -wavelet analysis of the AP signals, highlighting the detail levels with noise components; -removing noise by thresholding of detail coefficients of selected levels;
-de-noising of the AP signals by reconstruction in the wavelet basis without noise components; -decomposition of the array of reconstructed AP in the basis of eigenvectors, the selection of the principal eigenvectors;
-reconstruction of the original AP signals in the basis of principal eigenvectors; -formation of AP features for pattern recognition.
Wavelet decomposition is performed so that each AP in an ensemble of cycles corresponds to a set of wavelet coefficients of the approximation and detail levels. To remove the noise, selection of the threshold of discarded detail coefficients of each level is made.
For processing in the basis of eigenvectors the whole recording of APs signals can be represented as an ensemble of separately taken realizations of action potentials synchronized by an excitation pulse: The problem of determining eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be interpreted as an algebraic analogue of finding solutions to a system of ordinary differential equations. In this case, the eigenvalues of the matrix 1 2 ... 
Reconstruction in the coordinate basis of the principal eigenvectors is performed according to the expression:
The numerical values of projections bij reflect the information contained in the AP signal and may be diagnostic parameters in the study of electrical activity of the heart, in particular, the diagnostic features for AP classification and pattern recognition.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To simulate electrical activity in cardiac cells, numerical experiments were performed in Matlab environment using the parallel conductance model. The processes of AP generation and changes of currents for K +, Na + , Ca 2+ channels, as well as electrophysiological properties in ventricular cardiomyocytes were investigated taking into account 2 types of noise: white and pink (flicker).
The goal of our study was the simulation of the dynamics of cardiac electrical activity under the influences of white and pink types of noise and creation of methods for detection of AP from noisy recordings.
In this work, the standard protocol of electrical stimulation was used. The set of 20 APs (20 replies of cardiomyocytes from the 20 stimuli) at constant stimulation frequency Fst = 1 Hz or cycle length CL=1000 ms was simulated and corrupted by white noise and pink noise. Sample frequency of the simulated signals is 1 kHz.
The approximation coefficients of multilevel discrete wavelet analysis reflect the low-frequency components of APs and the detail coefficients represent high-frequency components (Fig. 4) . Based on this, wavelet decomposition can be widely used to eliminate noise, which appears at the detail levels of the wavelet transform. Noise suppression in APs was performed by detail coefficients processing. The APs sequences were decomposed to the 5th level with a "symmetric" wavelet of 6th order. Taking into account the pattern of white and pink noise at these levels, it was reasonable to use the universal thresholds for thresholding implementation and apply the thresholds in a scaledependent manner. Then, using the thresholded coefficients for the inverse wavelet transformation, the APs sequences were reconstructed with reduced background noise. The result of APs processing in low SNR=10 dB by means of the wavelet transform is presented in Fig. 5 . Due to the similarity between the characteristics of background noise and target APs signal having very fast depolarization phase, de-noising of AP under low SNR condition is not always sufficient using only the wavelet transform.
Therefore, we propose a complex method, based both on wavelet transform and eigensubspaces analysis. For cardiac action potentials extraction from noised recordings and estimation of their morphology, wavelet transform should be applied as a tool for preliminary noise suppression and used in combination with eigensubspaces method.
Processing in the coordinate basis of eigenvectors distinguishes the main information about APs shape as signal subspace, reconstructed from the first principal eigenvector. The noise subspace with remaining noise components corresponds to the other eigenvectors (Fig. 6 ).
The assessment of noise removal quality was performed by comparing the values of relative root mean square error (RRMSE) in different signal to noise ratio for 2 techniques (Tables I and II): ( )
where Ei is simulated APs sequence before white and pink noise superimposition, Ei * is the denoised signal, n is the length of the digital signal. Obtained results demonstrated good noise suppression (RRMSE<1%) in AP signals with SNR=40-60 dB for both techniques in the case of white and pink noise, and insufficient noise suppression (RRMSE>1%) in APs with SNR=10-30 dB for wavelet denoising. Moreover, in the case of pink noise sufficient noise suppression was achieved only by using the proposed complex method and the values of RRMSE are significantly different for both techniques with decreasing SNR. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
A novel approach for AP signal processing is proposed allowing for the detection of cardiac cycles under low SNR condition. The complex method is based on wavelet transform and processing in eigenvectors basis of cardiac cycles.
Simulation of the cardiac APs with noise was performed using parallel conductance model, which was improved by the introduction of an additional current source to the parallel branch. The results of computational experiments demonstrated the detection of cardiac APs without distortion for different SNR values.
The proposed method is aimed at detecting changes in AP signals and eliminating the noise artefacts, consequently, it is well suited to process signals obtained from experiments with hiPSC-CMs in lab-on-chip platforms for studying cardiomyocytes differentiation and drug screening.
